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TA was willing to meet and help students outside of class
TA was well prepared
TA was enthusiastic about the course
TA provided timely and helpful feedback on my work and performance in the course
TA had a thorough knowledge of the subject matter
TA fostered a positive classroom dynamic and atmosphere conducive to learning
TA explained material clearly and in a way that enhanced my understanding

Additional Comments for TA—strengths, things to improve upon, etc.
N/A
Would love to see your own slides when you present! Great time management, very clear explanations. Really
enjoyed having you as a TA!!
When the TA taught her first class, she went extremely fast. I would suggest the professor teach according to how
the class is able to follow her.
Emily was fantastic!
The best TA I have had in grad school. Will make a wonderful professor. My only bit of constructive criticism is to
slow down at times when teaching to ensure retention.
N/A
Emily is clearly passionate about the subject matter and is skilled at presenting the material in an easily
understandable manner.
Emily is a true gem and I wish all TAs could be llike her. She is thoughtful, a good lecturer, good at 1:1 questions,
and clearly knows the material front and back. She works to meet students where they are and help them learn
and grow. Would love to take any course she teachers or TAs for!
N/A

2
Sometimes concepts were explained slightly incorrectly, but that happened with the professor more than it
happened with TAs.
When Emily taught the class about graphs, she flew through it so we were all lost and left very confused. Outside
of class, she's very helpful at explaining material. She's very knowledgable and a good teacher, but sometimes
needs to go over material (like graphs when there's a lot to copy down) slower so we can write, listen, and
comprehend at the same time.
Your reviews were great! Your class on economic geography was one of my favorites because you did an
awesome job balancing class discussion and lecture.
No doubt Emily will be successful as a professor and researcher. As a former teacher myself, it's clear that emily
has a strong understanding of pedagogy/ successful teaching practices in addition to her knowledge of content
matter. Does a great job engaging class.
I felt that Emily had an extremely strong grasp of the material and she explained concepts in clear ways, and if
students weren't understanding she re-explained or found new ways to explain them to make sure the concepts
came across properly. Also had a great energy in the classroom, I enjoyed the days she lectured a lot.
Emily is a great TA! I believe over the course of the term, her teaching style in lectures improved and I really
respond to the way she teaches us the material. Grateful that we had her.
N/A
N/A
Emily is FANTASTIC! She really knows her stuff and explains it clearly and simply. She does a great job at
answering questions directly and concisely. She would make a superb Econ professor.
I think Emily is a great teacher--very clear and well-prepared.

